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Background: Patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs) are increasingly being used in orthopedic
surgery; however, there is significant variability and burden associated with their administration. The
visual analog scale (VAS) may represent an efficient, single-question method to establish functional
baselines in a domain-specific manner for glenohumeral arthritis.
Methods: Single-question VAS measures assessing function, strength, and pain as a percentage of
normal were administered alongside legacy PROMs in patients with primary glenohumeral arthritis in a
preoperative setting between October 2015 and March 2017. PROM performance was assessed using
Spearman correlation coefficients. Both absolute and relative floor and ceiling effects were examined.
Results: A total of 70 patients (age 66.09 ± 9.84 years, body mass index 28.8 ± 9.77, 57.1% male, 54.2%
right-sided) were included. The VAS Pain instrument (r ¼ 0.45-0.64) outperformed the VAS Function (r ¼
0.23-0.62) and VAS Strength (r ¼ 0.21-0.65) in correlation to preoperative PROMs. The performance of
VAS Pain was comparable to American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons Standardized Shoulder Assessment
Form (ASES; r ¼ 0.47-0.84). None of the VAS instruments in our study demonstrated preoperative floor
effects (7.1%-8.6%) or ceiling effects (0.0%-4.3%). The most efficient instruments were Single-Assessment
Numerical Evaluation (SANE; 0.87 ± 0.41 minutes), Patient-Reported Outcome Measurement Information
System Upper Extremity Computer Adaptive Test (PROMIS UE CAT; 1.27 ± 1.30 minutes), and the triad of
VAS measures (1.51 ± 1.61 minutes).
Conclusion: VAS Pain outperformed VAS Strength and Function relative to legacy PROMs, while per-
forming comparable to ASES. None of the VAS measures were susceptible to significant floor or ceiling
effects preoperatively. The VAS instruments along with SANE and PROMIS UE were the most time-
efficient measures. VAS instruments may have a role in establishing preoperative baselines in those
with glenohumeral arthritis in a simple, efficient, and adoptable manner.

© 2020 Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons. This is an open
access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Value-based care initiatives have underlined the importance of
promoting patient-centered care that emphasizes the quality of
care delivered over volume.18,19 Patient-reported outcome mea-
sures (PROMs) have been particularly useful in quantifying pa-
tients' perceptions after surgical intervention based on specific
health domains.19 The utility of PROMs cannot be underestimated,
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given broad applications from determining treatment efficacy to
informing cost analyses.4,8,31,35-37,51 However, these instruments
are not without important limitations, including financial and
administrative burden3,17,37 and the need to validate performance
(ie, correlations, floor and ceiling effects, and effect sizes) in a given
population.9,44 Furthermore, various PROM designs are used for
particular purposes, including mixed measures that combine pa-
tient and clinician input (ie, Constant-Murley score)40; health-
related quality of life (HRQoL) measures to assess physical,
mental, and social factors22,33; and disease-specific outcome mea-
sures assessing specific bodily regions or pathologies.46,47

When evaluating function and HRQoL in patients with gleno-
humeral osteoarthritis (GHOA), multiple PROMs have been
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validated for the purpose of establishing preoperative baselines and
tracking longitudinal outcomes.27 Common function measures
include theWestern Ontario Osteoarthritis of the Shoulder index,30

American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons Standardized Shoulder
Assessment Form (ASES) score,25 the Single-Assessment Numerical
Evaluation (SANE),24 and more recently, the Patient-Reported
Outcome Measurement Information System (PROMIS) Upper Ex-
tremity (UE) and Physical Function instruments.14 Instruments
used to evaluate HRQoL outcomes in those with GHOA include the
the 12-Item Short Form Survey6 and EuroQol 5 Dimensions.6,14 The
wide array of instruments available, each with its own unique
psychometric properties, has created variability in the PROMs used
to report outcomes after treatment for GHOA.32,48,49,59 Considered
in the context of financial, administrative, and instrument-based
limitations aforementioned, there is a specific need across ortho-
pedic disciplines to adopt efficient, easily understandable in-
struments that display acceptable psychometric properties and
may be administered in a variety of avenues (ie, paper, computer,
cell phone messaging).10,42 Although the visual analog scale (VAS)
is most commonly used to track pain,34,39 VAS measures represent
single-question assessment tools that can assess specific outcome
domains such as severity of disease symptoms,26 stress levels,16 and
even HRQoL.54 However, limited research has examined the use of
VAS measures in domains other than pain in orthopedic
surgery.1,15,29

The purpose of this study is to define the preoperative perfor-
mance of 3 VAS measures examining function, strength, and pain
relative to legacy function PROMs in patients with GHOA. We hy-
pothesize that (1) VAS Function and Strength measures will
demonstrate greater correlative coefficients than VAS Pain with
respect to legacy function PROMs; (2) VAS Function will have a
comparable performance profile with respect to legacy PROM
compared with ASES; (3) SANE will demonstrate the least average
time to completion among PRO instruments, followed closely by
the triad of VAS instruments; and (4) VAS instruments will
demonstrate no significant absolute or relative floor or ceiling ef-
fects preoperatively.

Methods

Study design and cohort establishment

Our study case series was built using a prospectively maintained
institutional registry (Outcome Based Electronic Research Data-
base; Universal Research Solutions, Columbia, MO). Patient-
reported outcome data was compiled between October 2015 and
March 2017 using ICD-10 (International Classification of Diseases,
Tenth Revision) codes signifying the diagnosis of primary GHOA (ie,
M19.011, M19.012). Inclusion criteria included diagnosis of primary
GHOA receiving total shoulder arthroplasty, full completion of
preoperative PROMs, and no surgical history on the operative side.
Exclusion criteria included those with surgical history on the
operative shoulder or failure to complete any preoperative PROM
(ie, <5% of patients failed to complete preoperative PROMs). De-
mographic variables collected comprised age, sex, and body mass
index.

Patient-reported outcomes measures

Legacy PROMs of interest examined in this study include the
ASES score, Quick Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder and Hand
(qDASH) questionnaire, SANE, Constant-Murley score, and the
PROMIS UE v2.0 Computer Adaptive Test. Three additional custom
questionnaires were administered as single-question instruments,
using an adapted version of the VAS inwhich different positions on
the scale were color-coded to match the percentage of normal
function, strength, and pain reported by patients (Fig. 1).

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis consisted of 3 parts: time to completion,
psychometrics, and floor and ceiling effects. Time-to-completion
data were calculated using PROM start and completion time data
recorded by our electronic registry. The PROMs were administered
by trained research staff in the preoperative setting prior to surgery.
Psychometric analysis used Spearman correlation coefficients to
examine the strength of association between each individual VAS
subscale and all legacy function PROMs included in this study. The
performance of ASES relative to legacy function PROMs was also
examined to provide a comparison point for each VAS instrument.
Correlation coefficients were classified by the strength of associa-
tion, with >0.8 equating to excellent, 0.71-0.8 equating to very
good, 0.61-0.7 equating to good, 0.41-0.6 equating to fair, and 0.21-
0.4 equating to poor.2,21 Absolute floor and ceiling effects were
calculated by examining the percentage of respondents reporting
achievement of the absolute lowest and highest scores. In the case
that no one achieved absolute minimum or maximum score
thresholds, relative floor and ceiling effects were calculated based
on the minimum and maximum scores in the distribution. A per-
centage of �15% was designated as a significant floor or ceiling
effect.2,14,45,50 A post hoc power analysis revealed a power of 0.74
assuming a medium effect size (0.3), a type I error rate of 5%, and a
sample size of N¼70 patients.

Results

A total of 70 patients (57.1% male, 54.2% right-handed) met
criteria for appropriate inclusion in our study population. The
average (±standard deviation) age in the study cohort was 66.09 ±
9.84 years, with average body mass index of 28.8 ± 9.77. Regarding
time to completion, SANE demonstrated the shortest average
completion time (0.87 ± 0.41 minutes), followed by the PROMIS UE
CAT (1.27 ± 1.30 minutes) and the triad of custom VAS instruments
(1.51 ± 1.61 minutes). The qDASH (2.82 ± 2.10 minutes) and
Constant-Murley (3.55 ± 6.47 minutes) took the longest amount of
time to complete, on average (Table I).

With respect to performance, both VAS Function (r ¼ 0.23-0.62)
and VAS Strength (r ¼ 0.21-0.65) demonstrated poor to fair
strengths of correlationwith respect to legacy PROMs. The VAS Pain
measure outperformed VAS Function and Strength by exhibiting
fair to good correlations (r ¼ 0.45-0.64). ASES demonstrated cor-
relation coefficients ranging from fair to excellent in strength
relative to legacies (r ¼ 0.47-0.84). With respect to ASES, VAS Pain
exhibited the strongest correlation coefficient (r ¼ 0.60), whereas
the weakest correlation coefficient was exhibited by VAS Strength
(r¼ 0.21) (Table II). With respect to floor and ceiling effects, none of
the VAS instruments demonstrated preoperative floor effects (7.1%-
8.6%) or ceiling effects (0.0%-4.3%). The SANE instrument trended
toward a preoperative relative floor effect (n¼8, 11.4%) (Table III).

Discussion

The most important finding from this study is that the VAS Pain
PROM outperformed VAS Strength and VAS Function in relation to
legacy PROMs in patients receiving total shoulder arthroplasty with
primary GHOA. However, considering that correlations between



Figure 1 Visual analog scale instruments for Strength, Function, and Pain. Pictured are examples of how each VAS instrument appears during computer adaptive testing, with a
color scale correlating to the level of pain experienced helping the patient best estimate their strength, function, and pain, respectively. Each VAS instrument was completed in this
order.

Table I
Preoperative PRO scores and time to completion

PRO score Time to completion, min

ASES 41.11 ± 16.42 2.69 ± 4.62
qDASH 49.40 ± 19.90 2.82 ± 2.10
SANE 27.40 ± 20.69 0.87 ± 0.41
Constant-Murley 13.58 ± 5.56 3.55 ± 6.47
PROMIS UE CAT 30.02 ± 6.61 1.27 ± 1.30
VAS Strength 25.54 ± 20.65 1.51 ± 1.61
VAS Function 25.48 ± 20.46
VAS Pain 36.95 ± 29.79

PRO, patient-reported outcome; ASES, American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons
Standardized Shoulder Assessment Form; qDASH, Quick Disabilities of the Arm,
Shoulder and Hand questionnaire; SANE, Single-Assessment Numerical Evaluation;
PROMIS UE CAT, Patient-Reported Outcome Measurement Information System Up-
per Extremity Computer Adaptive Test; VAS, visual analog scale.

Table II
Performance of the custom VAS Function relative to legacy instruments

VAS Function VAS Strength VAS Pain ASES

VAS Function
VAS Strength 0.71
VAS Pain 0.41 0.42
ASES 0.42 0.21 0.60
qDASH e0.50 e0.34 e0.64 e0.84
SANE 0.62 0.65 0.58 0.47
Constant-Murley 0.25 0.26 0.45 0.69
PROMIS UE 0.23 0.38 0.48 0.56

VAS, visual analog scale; ASES, American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons Standardized
Shoulder Assessment Form; qDASH, Quick Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder and
Hand questionnaire; SANE, Single-Assessment Numerical Evaluation; PROMIS UE,
Patient-Reported Outcome Measurement Information System Upper Extremity.
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VAS and legacy PROMs ranged from fair to excellent, the following
conclusions must be interpreted cautiously. The SANE, PROMIS UE
CAT, and VAS instruments were the most efficient with respect to
time to completion, and no PROM in the study demonstrated ab-
solute or relative floor or ceiling effects. These results suggest that
the VAS Pain PROM may be used to establish preoperative pain
baselines in patients with primary GHOA.

Numerous PROMs have been validated in patients with primary
GHOA, including ASES, SANE, the Constant-Murley score, and the
Western Ontario Osteoarthritis of the Shoulder index.44 However,
as new PROMs continue to be developed (eg, PROMIS), it is
increasingly important to administer simple, efficient instruments
that are also appropriately discriminative of outcomes.37 VAS in-
struments are the existing gold standard in the evaluation of
pain,7,23,28,38,58 and instrument-based advantages in efficiency and
simplicity have led researchers to examine VAS instruments in
functional disability,1 hand function and grip,15,29 and general
health status and monitoring of symptoms.13,26 The current study
suggests that in those with GHOA, the VAS Pain measure out-
performs the VAS Function and VAS Strength measures relative to
legacy instruments. Furthermore, by using all 3 instruments,
function-based outcomes can also be reported in a domain-specific
manner noting the relative improvements of pain interference,
strength improvement, and general functional changes to overall
improvement.11,12,37,55

In a fashion similar to the development of new PROMs, the
administration of PROMs is undergoing rapid evolution as out-
comes initiatives are increasingly being implemented at orthopedic
care centers.41,43,57 Previous literature has suggested that theoret-
ically the optimal PROM is one single domain-specific question,
with appropriate outcome discrimination, and without significant
floor or ceiling effects.5 Question burden is an important consid-
eration given previous work demonstrating significant impact on
follow-up rates, as well as the speed and accuracy with which pa-
tients complete instruments.5,20,53 The time-to-completion data
from the current study demonstrates that SANE, the PROMIS UE
CAT, and triad of VAS measures are the quickest to complete, with
Constant-Murley, qDASH, and ASES each requiring an average time
to completion exceeding 2 minutes 30 seconds. Thus, the VAS
measures used in this study represent an important example in
which the SANE score can be administered and reported in a



Table III
Absolute and relative ceiling and floor effects

PROM Floor, n (%) Ceiling, n (%)

VAS Function 5 (7.1) 0 (0.0)
VAS Strength 6 (8.6) 0 (0.0)
VAS Pain 5 (7.1) 3 (4.3)
PROMIS UE CAT 1 (1.4) 1 (1.4)
ASES 2 (2.8) 1 (1.4)
SANE 8 (11.4) 1 (1.4)
Constant-Murley 4 (5.7) 1 (1.4)
qDASH 1 (1.4) 1 (1.4)

PROM, patient-reported outcomemeasure; VAS, visual analog scale; PROMIS UE CAT,
Patient-Reported Outcome Measurement Information System Upper Extremity
Computer Adaptive Test; ASES, American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons score; SANE,
Single-Assessment Numerical Evaluation; qDASH, Quick Disabilities of the Arm,
Shoulder and Hand.
Italicized values represent relative ceiling effects in the scenario that absolute
minimum or maximum values were not reported in the study population.
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domain-specific manner without significantly increasing the time
(ie, <45 seconds) or questions (ie, 2 additional).

With respect to the floor and ceiling effect analysis, the VAS in-
struments used in this study were not found to demonstrate any
relative or absolute floor or ceiling effects. However, the current
study was limited specifically to preoperative data, and it remains
uncertain if any floor or ceiling effects would occur postoperatively
in this patient population. With respect to legacy PROMs, previous
research has demonstrated that the GHOA population is not
particularly susceptible to floor and ceiling effects.27,52 Nonetheless,
SANE scores trended toward a relative floor effect (11.8%), with
previous research demonstrating a significant ceiling effect post-
operatively in those with GHOA.46,56 Our work aligns well with that
of Dowdle et al14 in that legacy instruments and the PROMIS PF CAT
were devoid of floor and ceiling effects in thosewith primary GHOA.

Limitations

Our study is not without important limitations, which all
readers should consider. First, we are unable to assess the effect of
questionnaire fatigue on patient response speeds and response
rates. Based on the electronic registry used in this study, partici-
pants answered standardized, predetermined sets of question-
naires in a nonrandomized fashion. That is, every person initiated
the questionnaire set with the ASES and VAS questionnaires and
ended with 12-item Short Form Survey and the Veterans RAND 12-
Item Health Survey instruments. Theoretically, this may have led to
“hasty completion,” which has previously been linked to a predis-
position toward floor effects on the PROMIS Depression CAT.20

Additionally, generalizability of our study results is most appli-
cable to other patient populations receiving total shoulder arthro-
plasty with primary GHOA. Lastly, because ICD-10 codes were used,
there may be a degree of diagnostic variability with respect to the
population of patients included. Two ICD-10 codes were
useddM19.011 and M19.012dbut confounding by other condi-
tions (ie, acromioclavicular joint arthritis) must be considered.

Conclusion

VAS Pain outperformed VAS Strength and Function relative to
legacy PROMs, while performing comparable to ASES. None of the
VAS measures were susceptible to significant floor or ceiling effects
preoperatively. The VAS instruments along with SANE and PROMIS
UE were the most time-efficient measures. VAS instruments may
have a role in establishing preoperative baselines in those with
glenohumeral arthritis in a simple, efficient, and adoptable manner.
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